YALE HAS 5,294 STUDENTS.
Total Shows 151 Increases Over Last Year's Enrolment.

NEW HAVEN, Conn., Nov. 22.—The total enrolment of Yale University is 5,294, according to figures given out by the university Secretary today. This is an increase of 151 over last year.

Yale College, with 1,464 students, is the largest school. Fifty-six more men are enrolled there than last year. The Sheffield Scientific School has a total enrolment of 724, an increase of sixteen. Numbers in both these schools are automatically limited by the limitation of the common freshman year to 850.

Other notable increases are in the graduate school, which has 538 candidates for degrees, against 490 last year, and in the School of the Fine Arts, which has 226 candidates for degrees, contrasted with 148 last year.

Yale now has 1,025 officers, teachers, and assistants in instruction and administration, including twenty-two research fellows. The increase in staff over last year is eighty-seven. There are 188 professors, including university officers of equivalent rank; forty associate professors; 124 assistant professors; 233 instructors, and 428 assistants in instruction and administration.
Charles A. Hovey
Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

7938 = New York - July 9, 1926
Got back Monday and as of 10.30
left Peoria 3.22
Tell S. C. Center is

A. A. C. 1925-13

Charlottesville, April 30th.

Shone here about 25-42
Pleased to see you again.
Feb. 31

at 7.29 a.m. and got to New Orleans Jan 24th. at 7.29

To leave N.O. on steamer at 11.0 a.m., and get to Houston

at 8.50.

To leave Housten at 9.05 a.m. and

get to Galveston at 11.10 a.m.

The weather was calm and

had expected a tornado,

crossed 5 miles

 postpone date 57.21

picked up

Miss. Cannalee Pick

No. Post House 4 miles

son Brister with 17
Lunch at W. M. W. Aflawn
Feb. 24 at 10 a.m.
216 W. 27th, 2445
Present Mr. and Mrs. Aflawn,
Mr. and Mrs. Pepple
Mr. and Mrs. Lillands
Mrs. Leaning Prof. Emerson
C. Johnson
March 1. Thursday

March 2. Thursday

Ents. Independent Day:

38 Public and General Orders.

39 Corporate and Adjourned Orders.
On land at \( \text{\&} \) from J. F., Knefel in E. 17
Corr. point in Demontean
Jonathan, 4.6. Creek Trail
across Guadalupe River in
Jen Co. to the E. of derriere.
Wilk, fell at Quin Texas

6'

Distance
10'

Hills, 36'

Rocks, 11 1/2

Rocks, 11 1/2

Blue Footer

Then clerked

A. H. N.


Some - Pennsavia
was lead party (drew Co.)

Monte de S. at time,

ee. Time, 1 hour. 40

Time fine. At

wys H. E. Barnett, B, R.

Keeler, Dr. A. L. fine

He adjoins to the field

do not come out.
Jan 15, 1926. To Midway.

Half the Leon River.

First, Farm, 1/4 mile (left), and No. 2, 1/2 mile.

Stay back 40 ft. After trying my Ambush, on the S. bank of the stream. Time: 10 a.m. This place is about 11 miles, S.E., of Austin.

From our camp, to J. W. Caldwell’s, all and ten cows, and ten 3 miles, on farms to Davis to see the fine military mare, with a white mule.

2 miles, last in S.E. toward Across, M. to banks of creek, in the 2 mile.
Henry Good "Darwin" M.A.
"Vertical distribution in the main
fauna of the Solomons Island"

Abandoned from M.A. - The
Forest; "The Solomos
Elaboration point"

Jan 23-1926
Dr. Franklin B. Hanks
No time to write.
Dad breakfast with me
and we talked about a
trip to New Zealand.

Send to Mr. J. C. Cann in
Univ. of Texas (Prof. V)
Deputy Commissioner Episcopal
my bibliography for them
alone. Filled out the
required entrance papers.
Return to Cuba March 27, 1926
Students at U. of Texas

F. R. Bentz, Graduate
B. S. D. Broughton "
H. R. Christner "
D. A. Frost B. B. Arment "
J. C. Blackburn "

C. H. Cogler C+
B. Siebertz C+
C. S. Jensen A

W. A. Brum B+
J. A. Beeman C+
Jr.

H. Newman C+
E. L. Sikes dropped out
F. R. Meades D
D. Williams
A. J. J. Price B+ Junior
Mr. B. King of Union. Found in the Conway man previling on Marathon Permit. Is to come to sale in face of 1927. April 13. gave him $200. to make permit.
Jan. 25, 1976

Wra. a circle of ice, icy, pim.

Arctic, arctic, with to. Art

Whitney. Art, how an octagon.

Lena Cramer

Eileen Knecht

Bernardin

Katzenirren

Palaeoform

On X. The arctic and vestiges of ice. A few miles to the S. The Old Sage. Dea. Michele in Texas. A granite nucleus of granite above against the southern end. The granite is growing. This one is growing in way of the granite. How is granite growth? This is granite. A growth. How is granite growth? This is granite. Art.
Jan 31.

elephant and family went one
at Heil. Dinner Sunday

Feb. 1926

Saturday insurance Committee.

Feb. 6. 1926. Dinner and
An Aurora Plans.

Wallace, Matt, Bro. In
Memorial Benson

Gray

May

De Wolf

Feb 9. 1926. Pulmonary
in lantern slides.

Jeffrey, Ariva

February 1st, Monday

Saturday
C. J. Gaynor  
S. F. Buy 200  
S. C. F.  
March 2, 1945  

Camarina  
L. C. Martin  
March 19, 31, 34, 35, 38  
Student  
20, 20, 20  

Texas  

May  

Texas  

Dorothea  

Texas
Feb 17-1926

Last Lecture March 9, 10, 11
Exam March 11
At A&M College March 12
At Ft. Worth and Texas Christian University to see Dr. M. Brown and Judge Drift March 13
and 23 and 24
At Dallas A.A.P.C. March 24
21, 26, 27.

Back to Austin March 28.
Not Texas March 30.
Feb 78 - 1726

Lufkin, Texas

The city of Lufkin is located in northeast Texas and is known for its history and culture.

To begin 11.10 Charge of July
 Fires south wind 28th Sept
 Begin 3 P.M.
Houston, Texas

Feb. 24th. Left Austin at 10.40 for Houston. Stopped in the Pullman at 10 P.M. and arrived in Fort. Feb. 25th. Arrived on time at 6:40 A.M. and was at Rix's Hotel a little after 7 A.M. Found a fine room undressed and engaged by the two gentlemen called and asked and Leask and Leask of the regiment. Then in Baker's had lunch with him of Bruno's whose the call on T. was out. His man was ill, Mr. Baker at home sick. He had just been elected as Consul, and his address.

D. S. Hager
Vacuum Oil Co.
214 Golf Bldg.
Houston.

Apr. 7th.
Bellows Falls built in 1830 on a hill for the
water power to operate the mills. The mill
considered a large one for its time in
consideration of the 1830 era. The
mill was a big structure.

Cost of the mill, $7,000.00.

The system of machinery at
Bellows Falls was described
as

At the Woodenchut at 9 P.M.
Feb. 26, 1830, about 60
thousand, and at 8:30. the
bronze bell rung the strike
four ten, then one more.

Dumler's blacksmith's shop
...S.E. and Fe vs the
...horse, U.S. cap. in the
...on Karen of the company...
Feb 26 1926, Austin

A gray atmosphere which may, I think, be due to the Gulf Current. Ranks with sea-mists familiar.

A situation which is, I think, destined to become a factor in England's future. Centuries' later it may be the seat of a great kingdom.

One fine day, feeling it prudent not to betray the minister, I was thundered out. The air was clear, and I felt the cold more than usual. The game was in the air, and I felt the need to express it. This inspired me to write.

All that I could think about was the importance of the situation, the need to express it, and the need to act. In the air was a sense of purpose, of destiny, of the future, of the need to act.
Feb 26, 1926, to Horatio

To Horatio, the name rebo-

The man in my event, describes

Itself in the corner of Ham, the Hi-

Child, and Armick, staying S.E.

accompanied.

Ray Hudson of Portment to me

For the centre, leather Minute S. and

S.E. through centre to Marathon, a

home, where the side of the Plume

This other of Havana had one

solo, quite different than the ad

Appled, more apparent that in a

Assessment of Havana from the

0547-0.0515 S.

Arc to make N. S. east, than

intos the east a mile, marked

replied, for more in the S.

Shuttles and I ordered to present

Audience, the control one by Com, bung, and

Great, entrance, and formed

Plan of time above all-otherwise.
A few lines of handwritten text are visible, but due to the handwriting and quality of the image, the content is not legible.
Port Cedar Falls on the Iowa.
Blancie Columbus. Last fall, new builders.
Prairie a big fry of iron.
S. Hans Co.

7/24. From Paul to a
sending straw to the
enormous farmer quite
should be about 1/2 inch wide. A
made a map of the Rice.

To Washington, etc. and my
Action, Gene, John, etc.

Gentlmen, for miles. 100
Texas and 2 cm W. of
Maine River. Further N.

J. and Mary Edna. We
went to the Grand and
had lunch at Bird's Restaurant.

Owen, 3 months. 1
March 18, 1936

Left Austin at 7:10 P.M. for College Station, near Bryan. From Bryan to College Station at 4:10. Via Intern. Great Northern.

Left College at 3:15 P.M. Hance at 4:00. Then to see the Dean of the College and President. At 6 P.M. First lecture.

Lectures too small and dark. Lecture could not have been effective. Friday morning 9 A.M. spoke for a half an hour to Hance 61 students. Then called on Dr. Ball to see his fruit plants and Carnegie shell collections. Plants five. Arrived later a small cell. Then called on Dr. Francis to see his Carnegie mammal collections. Produced rain fire. Has Lecolls Guelph. Some
President: A. B. B. Wentworth
Dean of College: Charles Putnam
Prof. M. Francis
Dean of School of Science and Med.: Prof. G. M. Blake
Prof. White, Prof. of Economics.
Prof. Bolton
Dean of Mech. Engineering

[Handwritten note]

[Handwritten note]

[Handwritten note]

[Handwritten note]
presume that 'tis the day

And Smith, May and Milly

Then had lunch with Dean

Farley, Prof. White (Societ.

roth), and hence.

Afternoon devoted to getting

lectures ready.

At 6.15 had dinner with—

Sunday attended lecture on Calvin

and Meliorism by Prof. White.

Then to regular service at 11 A.M.

dinner at home, and began with

dine at the hotel.

Monday morning visited quaint rules

1240. Collie invited to eat.

Oth. Off at 12.00. At Institute

Professor Ball, Farley (Hist. and

Dean) and hence.

The Civil Disrupters and the
Constitution of England
by F. Stockley, 1920

Some selected letters
Of the famous

W.W.W.
Texas Christian University
Ph. D. in
Eagle Fort
C. E. Alexander.

Dear Mr. Smith, I am the Standard
Salesman for the
His Chart.
Pearl Beaver

Dear Informal niece or nephew,

Sending you all my best wishes.

Warmly,

[Signature]

Afternoon of

Tulsa, A. B. said

who wants to come to sale. We are here.

Theodore Roosevelt's

instructed him. They have applied for a

Secretary of War.

A great thing now is

them found to that great a

family. Report the Pacific

in Texas.

[Signature]
R. H. Palmer
207 Hawthorne
Palo Alto, Cal.
Born Toledo, Ohio, in
Colledge 11 years. Wife a
school teacher and
graduate of Oberlin Colle-
ge, was a nurse in
Calvary for 20 or 20 or 20
years. Two sons, two
sons are in the Navy and
in the Army. Left one of
them at the Naval
Hospital, had a heart at
the Naval Hospital and
the Army Hospital. Left
one in the Navy at the
Naval Hospital.
Mr. Leigh (introduced to me by Prof. O'Gle) talked to me about looking over his office notes on the East-Permian, met dee-John, to help drop in old lands and other lands. Also to look over all those older files and notes, and in fact all those office notes. To a smooth service he thought he could price one $2000, I told him I could not say that I could give him the desired expectation because I might not be able to give it. He said he understood we were ready to take the people. His Company is one of the large hides in those areas operating from Kansas into Oklahoma and central and western Texas. If this plan goes through should have to go to consider it more at her home in adjoining my state.
Kaye J. A.
Colorado College
Colorado Springs
said he would meet me at
Holland Hotel, at 9:30 on
Monday, March 31st
April 1, 1930.

On Friday, Blanchard
arrived, and David and
I met him at the train.
He said he would
meet me in help to his

Duvalon—Tear—Frank—
Tear—Tear—Temple
2,640' = Permian
2,000' = Pennsylvania

Jonathan Reujin

FROM NORTH UPWARD.

Gulf Coast 500' & Middletown.

Lime = Cincin. Be notes

Oxford Formation 2,100' & and sh.

Has a total gcmd.
Li. for amm. mine.
Extends from here north.
Hoctpuk = North escarpment.

Leonard Formation 1870-2500

Near mid. Point, 55, e. li.
Has a total gcmd 20-200' incl.
The "Pennsylvanian",
Only extends to E., more
shift to W.

Pond Formation 600'-3,400
Li. de. e. abat, as.

Vidvic dolomite 1700'-2100
Lit. & Li. mt. abat.
Trend of Hills N.W. + S.E.

1. Billian de Comite 740'
   Dr. and Li. Mixed Breeds

2. Jersey de Comite 1400'
   Liv. Hidio, dol. 3 Li.
   Alt. 1 r. Lit.,

3. Tesnus For. 3370'

4. Signola For. 925'
   Li. Hard Shot and the

5. Raymond For. 500'
   M. Clays with small Li. Mix.
   Primarily the same as
   Tesnus, due to cutting.

6. Saltand For. 1800-2000'
   Attori Anglic, Li. N. O.
   At Saltand 24 Mile, N.E. 7
   Mile, 8, 5, E. and 15
   Mile, + 6, 100 + 320
Most important thing to do in Glenn 1945.

See for Teinus fauna

See for Dimple fauna

See if Raymond = Teinus

What is Lower Baptank faunally and structurally

Collect fully Upper Baptank to fix its relations to Cisco

Collect fully Wolfe camp to determine its relation to Baptank. Is it disconformable on Baptank? The fauna to me looks like Cisco. Therefore is there a break hereafter? There is a break above with the Hess. Does Lyttinia and Aulostephanus remain in Wolfe camp?
--- Dame

Collect fully Hess to make out its Permian elements and relation to Delaware Mountain if they in base Permian.

Collect Leonard to see what is relation is to Capitan.

Collect Grand from 1/4 mile north of Grand Ranch in Silicous flat out of residual red clay.

Quinlan and H. H. Finch from north to west
San Gino from Thoman - Big Lake - Ranchin - 1100 ft.

To Carlsbad on line from 7S10 E.
Tara to Capt. 1814

Frank

Farm on a hill.

Crawford 400 S. W.

Creations S. E. 100

Through the same height of

leach date

Located in Leeman

S. 65 W. Stray dig next

District. Nearly 200 S. W.

Crawford's bitter to fall

Over 50 high.

Admitted.

Captain = Victor Pugh, testifying

Hue of hair of man and

All above "Capt." signs and
Leave Austin Thursday at 11:25 A.M. on Texas Special R.K. at 11:25 A.M.
Arrive St. Louis 11:25 A.M.

Friday.
Leave St. Louis at 11:30 A.M.
Arrive at Cincinnati at 8:45 P.M. on Friday.
Pullman to St. Louis $10.50
Ticket to Cincinnati $40.84
Pullman to Cincinnati $11.34
Total $72.84

Leave Cincinnati 11:30 P.M. 21st 9:30 Tuesday. 29.62

Andyn at St. Louis 900 miles.
At St. Louis To Cincinnati
At Cincinnati To Kansas City
Sellers has asked of my paleontographic maps and I will send them later. April 14, 1926.

\[ \text{M. D.} \]

Chickasaw April 30
12 30 A.M. arrived
Church St at 9th St.
Penn. Hotel and then
Dinner, Library.

\[ \text{D. J.} \]

April 30
No dinner at Paul's
Overton House.

\[ \text{P. J.} \]

April 30
No dinner at Paul's
Overton House.

\[ \text{P. J.} \]

April 30
No dinner at Paul's
Overton House.

\[ \text{P. J.} \]

April 30
No dinner at Paul's
Overton House.

\[ \text{P. J.} \]

April 30
No dinner at Paul's
Overton House.

\[ \text{P. J.} \]

April 30
No dinner at Paul's
Overton House.

\[ \text{P. J.} \]

April 30
No dinner at Paul's
Overton House.
straight to the top of the hill, the Perry oil well, at a depth of 3,000 feet.

Although it came through the oil a time, the Perry oil well is a dry hole at an average of three miles wide. The well only bailed out, and the well doesn't produce.

In strongly and swiftly, oil came out of Erma and Fajerwald, near San Antion, Butte, 0-2-9, 1878.

Undeniably, one that there is a productive oil well in the oil of central Texas. There has been invested by bankers in 14,000,000, and for contrast, an average of some 3,000,000 in the oil of central Texas. As yet, even in little production. The hits are mostly accidents.
The American Empire.

London: Christie, 1875.

1800-600 B.C.

Copper and bronze.

Athenian Empire of the 5th century B.C.

The Arch of Titus.

Age of Olympian Culture.

S. Eliza. St. Ray.

John B. Henry, Ke 577.

K. L. M. L. B. E.

Dr. C. Simpson, Pres.

Mrs. First and Last.

...
Edwin C. Taylor
21 Oct. School
1.30 - Tuesday, May 7th, 1956
Omin H. Huttala

Eat more lettuce.
Fits no pass by clock
Sandwich, and地铁.
Underwood & Underwood
Bulke's Route B.C.
Size 292 x 598
First Delivered Aug 21 26
July 8-1926

Left New Haven at 8 A.M. on
Altamont R.R., first stop at 3:30.
Stopped at Milford, Still.
Riedmanna 16 Flora Ave.

July 9-1926

went Mt. to Bold Mt. on
Description. Co.

Mr. Aaron Fells on a
guest, guest has a home in the
my office. His son is also
a Cushing - Russian Rep.
a familiar friend. A grand-

near

Tuntry in the "Pyramid House," she
so far things. Has a summer floor-

Bath (or Mr.)

Cruig Harker, the Cushing-
Riedmanna Rep. Among other
outings this summer.

1906 - 2000
July 4, 1926

Thato and his wife

July 6, 1926

Fruit and ginger jam as P.R.

Cal of milk, P.E. P.R. The to

determine finally, be we

Nowa Hale,

The P. I. read of the

at sugarcane hogs and of

ment.

The Postman help in Mill Town

when L E is written on the

- has let a

"Crapp" between the wood.

fication of it as

Ut he tip of the Reel as the pattern

seen in me. L E.
July 10-1926

Ransome Peterson's farm.

A crop - 25' long and 5' high and 2 footballs after 10' a.m. harvested in Oct. Planting 1/2 under the lot by T.C. amongst the more local potatoes. His crop better up to 18" long. They be same contact as seen in Peterson field.

Here is a section of the potato field from 10 to 15 ft. in which standing :folding to more fun and still more fun of the potatoes. In that section it is intense close and folding to 1 foot apart. All is an action from the bottom from the center to :folding and closing until a hard shorn.
July 11, 1926 Sunday

Mrs. Angell and the boys are out here. Fad and or one do not get started until noon. Cold day.

Stopped for an hour walking in the Canadian Rocks at Steentjeville immediately I went out at Elmton in the high water. At Rogers other, Phyllis went and Fred finished.

From Smith Pond I willed some fish on Howard Pond. There are inter-ested with those. We painted areas over, it going and going on into course painting done so far to end.

Then the 2nd, so the 4th, so on the 14th north Central Dairy. Now the Cregmans are ready for the bulletin here as I sit here. Then checked, confirmed, and then confirmed I, and then a milked a on Monday at the Cregmans have whole chicken in a helmet like old lady, has been pitch 45°.
Did not see the Indians, contact in the Hudson River sides. And
not its find it.
Talmage he tells me to take
apart when he shipped me right in
Caesar and move, we would look
at one of just north to the
much less there and to the N. for
miles. To the E. A a little but, near
early 1800' above sea. then on the
up several miles and station
out to P't. N. 111 more
from Li? who knows, now call
Egl? those lie we will in
the flagship Li.
July 12-1936 Monday.

At 10.30 a.m. Mr. J.C. Cepage looked at the City of which the photograph from a window showed him in the centre, standing a post. He then walked into the centre of the Theatre, relaying by the corner, in which Reynolds, Broad and Williamson chatted in a corner. The handbell rang. It was current

uplifted. Conveying a moment of excitement, this was the call of the men who were selling the newspaper.

The bell was rung, and the audience of the Silver Screen Theatre a 6½

1½ miles W 1/2 E Centre in middle of town a white line past.
July 12 - 1926

Mr. at Drift Ice. Saw 3 Deer. 1st time. 3½ ft. most around. Head of Deer & 5 tufts of Deer. 1st time.

 Went fishing station with 5 people. 4 men. 1 woman. Left around 11.30. In the rain & snow. Wind N. The weather was beautiful. Carried the line to the hills for fishing. Saw 1st time Pitter & Cat fishing. Also saw 1st time Scene of Deer. Said at time

 My wife was with me. We went to Maidstone & came back to the place. Stripped some might & went to Maidstone.
July 13 - 1726

I went to the inland cut S. about 1/2 mile from Stilton. Alternating Guins are about 1/2. All technical sound. Guins almost horizontal, but not a foot or even inch of interest in the ceiling cut. No Mercant, only Slut in the shafts. No sun. No convulsions. All of my forms seem quite strange and not at all familiar. There is some power to these convulsions, but it is not clear. Perhaps in the Thistle = Black Rain.

There's a rock at the base, should I see the flower, I will wear my brown and blue tidle dot, but they are far away between ad many by great fog. Took it first time.
July 14 - 1926

Back to Proehdale. On the road side to Way he saw a part of the town. Capt. Win. Hall leg of the Rev. E. H. Hall. Plotted the contours and line of a mill. Five and one-half thirty lots. Tuesday, went and bought thirty lots. Wednesday, there attack is through the town. North of a street, about a mile north. Telephone gas, common water.

On a bank and in a small village of Proehdale. Hem becomes a lot of material, and can be used. Some white pine, some oak, used in making a charming quantity. Hem comes from a lake in granite or phyllite. Also much white course sand marble.
July 14, 1876

Get to D.C. early at 5 P.M. at 5:40 on the Blue line from N. St., where I met at 5:40.


C.P. arrived at 9:45 at 7:45.
Penn R.R. 9 P.M. 7:45.
June 8. 12:30.
11:30. 4:00.
3:20. 9:00.
2:26. 7:20.

Avery L. Bruckford
Asst. Inspector
Atlantic City Hotel Strand left to go to next time besides Hotel Monterey
in Pennsylvania. Film keener when stopped Oct 11-15, 1926
Left Atlantic City at 2:30 P.M. Little N.Y. Haddon Hillel where stopped

Trees before

breaks further N.E. By boat boats a little

J. Hume

L. G. A. Bryan

more or less

W. E. Burrows
New York A.P.C. October
Oct 15-17-1926

When in California the
Cornforth's went to
San Francisco, Cal.

West Coast, they say he sold
on San Francisco, Cal.

San Francisco

J. E. Eaton
J. E. Eaton
628 Petroleum Avenue

L. O. C. Eaton
Dec 26 1936

In conversation with Liddon he says the Kilcarn granite was a supposed tephraean slide and not the ordinary kind of tuff.

Liddon added that the tephraeán ad laterites in the area is not separable from the tuff of the Kilcarn slide. Of course the lower parts of the ad laterites are not fit for ore work.

Affirmed that in one stand.

A. V. R. says that in January these are the roots in the deep clay.
Redeem from in Grandaekte Rolfe
which had four million part.

E. J. Red who grants full

11. J. Ed in high from

This is my opinion to enforce

Book of Times and Events

Intruder Names, Names

Hotel Cecil

Hotel Farnell (proposed)

Crick may be written

Ewing and Miller
"Funding of Circuits and Their Design, 1922."

"In A Study of Circuits and Their Design."


R. R. Smith.

On S. 1927 of the Catholic Church firmly opposed to Evolution and much in line with Price. O'Toole does not meet the succession of text)

But argue, from isolated facts that does support the whole.
At the General Assembly of the American Ethical
Philosophy. Thursday, April 2, 1874.

Her Scientific Makers for

Mr. Waters a good
student of Preachers wide

to come to Yale. Dr. Harken
Fellowship, locally more even
in the state. Cascade about
of Seattle.

M., the thing in mind
on this matter. May join
Temple to mix it. I take
Hearns Assistant. May or
Right a doctor.
Historical Seal in 1926
2238 An
Introductory 8th July 1926
2128
3584 85 13
109 3137
6721
Total Tonnage 3269.
"A deep water has the footprints of the mast and cabin exhibit the stern."

Emerson

Hamilton

Capitalize 73

Mabel C. Rider

Mount R. M. H. W.

Mansfield

{C. A. Ross

"Lines Extant of the Palaeo-Stratigraphical and Geologic of Idaho."

(136th, 1917)
Aug 17 1927

[Handwritten text]

Second locality seems to be the former Pleistocene alluvial accumulation. A mound and old prehistoric house after 3 years in place.

Time here on earth may not be 3 1/2 now most in place.

Mr. Robinson Aug 21

[Handwritten text]
Mon. Aug. 22 - 77 a.m. - Tend to help Basin in port. Arrived late. Left at 8:45 a.m. to race at noon. Left at
6th hr. All forecasted fair at 7 p.m.

Mr. Robinson of next met me to
mean. Heap kept steady sail
stone marine being. Time elapsed
in the mile of 20. At nine
a boat was a race of the
mean speed and we had
No. 1 to receive in the main
about 30 miles per hr. and
I had
I wished to meet a customer for
me in '20th' house and at
Ashburn.
from latitude 33° 50' to 34° 10' N.

Aug 25, 1814. A day devoted to forest study. Point Road to near some on the Br. Beyond the lake on the Sarah road met. It is at least a three mile expanse of timbered, hilly, and rocky land with the bones of a large forest. Rest of collection from locality remains to be done. All Br. letters.

Rev. William G. C. Deacon. Peppin and Mrs. Flavens of Harrow. (Deacon). At the same time they were all at their

school in Quaker Meeting and meeting a red granite. Pavilion being common are done with in. One in dark felt

lager than the other. Part with round lid of dark and tile; saw one Pepee, shone for and under the ground

layer. Some the flat tiles and some the yellow worn glass (ape Gunn and Co.) and some in being less hot when

stands away ten cent and did a singular deposit. Mark and Engl. from

and out of work. Our colored lot of coding all a one direction on

layer and pull above all a way to it. Clear a foot or two points they do.
Aug 30, 1927 - Returning to Portland, before little and Grandpa came at sea level; feel it? Like an end and only 10,000 leagues, at least more odds like Mt. St. Helens.

Relieve sent into the pool at once king of the pool, Oregon, 1927.

Don't cry over the rise of the sea going 65 mph, oh! what a time for that.

Left 10, 1927
Your handwriting is very difficult to read. I can make out some words, but most of it is illegible.
761. 7.50 A.M.
David Fair weather.

Train also on 12th at 9.00. Reine in M.
Up Ashfield and At Reine 8.30. From Reine
mes to Martin, near.,
Mackin to Stonora.
By lake Sunnape and then near
at Reine on trek. We had
stock [Sun Lake Hotel]. Prep. Frt
lunch for lunch - quiet feast. Tea
and bread with butter.

Franklin,

New Hampton and top
newfound Lake.
Plymouth, Woodstock.

9.60
968
Concord 7th and 11th & P. with some 
2 stanch. Beauty of 
Jockey-om. Came out 
at Soham.

Beckles 1st 1258, Lefl
11 x 1. Lekin. Enron 
dy Cannock. The way 
tell acres. Both, and some 
me on a Cornberry, 
Haverhill on 15 Feb. 
dec., My sister. 
Dec. 31st 4, 30 
Lebanon
116th  8 A.M.
They start. Right away. say.
County election. back. dinner
at 9,30.
Returned Monday Oct
10-1927 6 P.M.
To Washington 1927.

April 23 To Washi. 11.65
  Pulman 2.33
  to Phil. 4.90
  St. Let at Brax. 14.75-
  Phil. 3.50
  28 To New Haven 6.75
  Agent Otherwise 16.12
  $60.00

Post Manual to Broth. 12.70
  Sleeper to Montreal 4.65
  Montreal to New Haven 13.11
  Sep. 2 1927.  $35.36
Prof. J. E. Gilbert
3362 11th Ave, N
Los Angeles, Cal.
Dr. A. F. Hove
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Los Angeles, Cal.
Dr. A. W. Backus
Bеспало, Cal.
Dr. J. H. Brown
Auburn, Cal.
Rev. Dr. A. H. Stedman
Berkeley, Cal.
M. Roswell B. Miller
Los Angeles, Cal.
Leni F. Myce
Oakland, Cal.
G. F. D. Patard
Univ., Eugene, Ore.
C. J. T. Nelles
Univ., Vancouver, B. C.
Prof. James Eakin Smith
Cambridge, Ore.